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                    Abstract
This study investigates the comprehension of spoken-Arabic idioms by Jordanian children aged five to 12 years. It examines the effects of age, semantic transparency, context, and task type on understanding six familiar transparent and opaque idioms in and out of context. The children are requested to verbally explain the meanings of each idiom. They are then asked to select the picture they think shows the idiom’s meaning. Finally, they are directed to choose the appropriate response from three possible options. The results show that older children are better at comprehending the idiomatic meanings of idioms than younger children. Furthermore, transparent idioms are understood earlier and easier than opaque ones. Moreover, context has a more evident effect on younger children. Older children, in contrast, show equal understanding of both idiom types in and out of context. Task type also plays a significant role in comprehension. Children’s performance on the multiple-choice task is much better when compared to their performance on explanation and picture-matching tasks.
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Appendices
Appendix 1

                  List of transparent and opaque idioms along with their literal and idiomatic meanings
	Transparent idioms
	Literal meaning
	Idiomatic meaning

	galab bu:zu
	He turned his face
	He turned away unhappy

	nbara lsa:ni
	My tongue got dull/fatigued
	I got tired of saying the same thing again and again

	bug halbaħsˁa
	Spill the stone
	Say what you can’t suppress any longer

	Opaque idioms
	Literal Meaning
	Idiomatic Meaning

	Ɂi:di  bzinna:rak
	My hand is on your belt
	I appeal to you for help

	niʃif dammu
	His blood dried out
	He was scared to death

	Ɂiʤir kursi
	A chair leg
	A useless person






                Appendix 2
Examples of the Three Task Types in Context Condition
Explanation Task
Metaphorically Transparent Idiom
Sara came back from school and was so sad and crying because she had very low mark in the test. Her mom told her that she deserved that and added that "nbara lsa:ni and continued to stress on you to study hard but you didn’t comply" What does nbara lsa:ni mean ?
Metaphorically Opaque Idiom
Ashraf and his brothers were playing football in the house's hall. Ashraf hit the expensive vase that his father bought from China. His brothers started to tell him, Ohhhhhh, our father will beat you so hard. Poor Khaled niʃif dammu. What does niʃif dammu mean?
Picture-matching Task
Metaphorically Transparent Idiom
Khaled asked his mom for one JOD in order to go and buy a toy. His mom refused to give him the money he asked for, therefore, Khaled galab bu:zu and went to his room.
What does galab bu:zu mean? Choose from the following pictures.
[image: figure a]




Metaphorically Opaque Idiom
Um Mohammad went to visit her neighbor Um Hashim. She complained about her son ‘ Mohammad’ who makes a lot of troubles. Um Hashim asked her to tell his father to admonish him. Um Mohammad told her: How do you want him to admonish his son, his father Ɂiʤir kursi.
What does Ɂiʤir kursi mean? Choose from the following pictures.
[image: figure b]




Multiple-choice Task
Metaphorically Transparent Idiom
Husam came running from outside and sat next to his mother in the hall. His mom asked him why did you stop playing and entered the house. He said, I will tell you why in case you don't hit me. She said, bug halbaħsˁa.
What does bug halbaħsˁa mean?
	
                          1.
                          
                            Say what you can’t suppress any longer (idiomatic response)

                          
                        
	
                          2.
                          
                            Don’t swallow the stone. (associate response)

                          
                        
	
                          3.
                          
                            Spill the stone. (literal response)

                          
                        

Metaphorically Opaque Idiom
Ahmad was sitting mad and at an unease. His brother Rami asked him why he feels that bad. He answered. I need a car very urgently and I can't afford it. Rami said, a friend of mine has a car agency. Ahmad said, Ɂi:di bzinna:rak. Call him please.
What does Ɂi:di bzinna:rak mean?
	
                          1.
                          
                            I appeal to you for help. (idiomatic response)

                          
                        
	
                          2.
                          
                            I want the belt you wear. (associate response)

                          
                        
	
                          3.
                          
                            I put my hand on your belt. (literal response)
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